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a california christmas this classic romcom is an upbeat film set during the holiday season in mumbai.
the story centers on a young married couple who decide to stray from tradition and find love in a

snowbound city. despite their best efforts, they end up being caught in the middle of a snow storm
that strands them in the city for christmas day. drawn by the warmth of christmas, they are able to
build a brand-new romance. on their first day in mumbai, it's been over 12 hours since deepak and

his son arrived to the city, but they have very little money. deepak's wife, anita, gives in and takes a
job as a domestic worker for raj, a young widower living with his two children. when anita meets raj's

daughter, nisha, they strike up an immediate connection, and both raj and deepak are quick to
realize anita could be exactly what nisha needs for her future - a protective mother figure. deepak

and anita are quickly engaged in a serious relationship. the two young people finally settle into their
own home, and anita becomes the family's sole breadwinner after working as a domestic worker.
gradually, the two enjoy everything life has to offer, even when raj, their new neighbor, becomes
romantically interested in anita. raj's daughter, nisha, dreams of studying in america, but she's

forced to return to india with her father after a tragedy. it's here the father and daughter meet again,
after 12 years. deepak and anita's relationship turns romantic and strengthens, and the two of them

are on their way to marriage. thomas a kistler, a trusty film producer, is reduced from his all the
more shrewd position with the termination of the assist officer, who he had schemed to get at a

chain store so that he could escape the military for private warmth. he is enchanted by a youthful
patient, erica miller (portia de rossi), and is ostracized by his dearest shippers. he and his gang

characterize his early convictions to cause her to break up him. as he forcefully drifts more and more
down, he'll see the demarcation line of the abnormal areas that he crossed and he'll leave he and his

accomplices in the unique metal shack outside the city.
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